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Abstract

One of the key challenges to the safe operation of UAVs at sea is the relative

motion that exists between the UAV and ship during landing. The scope of this

work is the development and evaluation of methodologies for improving UAV

landing performance. The new methodologies are known as the Signal Prediction10

Algorithm (SPA), Active Heave Compensation (AHC) and the Landing Period

Indicator (LPI). To promote interoperability, the methodologies do not require

any speci�c ship equipment.

To evaluate the methodologies on an existing comprehensive UAV model,

ShipMo3D was used to generate 105 sets of ship motion in sea states 2�6, headings15

0�180◦ and speeds 6�10 knots. Within the simulation the UAV, equipped with a

Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) system, measures the ship motion in situ.

Using the Signal Prediction Algorithm (SPA), the UAV forecasts the ship motion

and potential landing opportunities. The UAV can also use the SPA and the

AHC system to maintain a safe hover position above the ship deck and determine20

landing trajectories with a speci�c touchdown velocity. The UAV can also employ

the novel Landing Period Indicator (LPI) system which calculates an estimate of

the ship's energy and determines opportune times for safe landings.

The results indicate that the methodologies can improve the landing perfor-

mance of autonomous helicopters. For the 105 sets of ship motion, using the
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combination of the SPA, AHC, and LPI improved landing success by up to 34%

when compared to a common landing controller.

Keywords: UAV, Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles, Autonomous Systems, Signal

Prediction, Maritime Operations, Ship Motion, Energy Index, Landing Period25

Indicator, Aircraft Landing Systems, Interoperability

1. Introduction

The use of small Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for maritime operations

include oceanographic data collection [1], search and rescue [2], and wildlife mon-

itoring [3]. Due to the limited range of most UAVs, and the `at-sea' nature of30

maritime missions, it is necessary to recover the UAV on the deck of a marine

vessel. Fig. 1 illustrates the relative motions and frames of the two crafts. Addi-

tionally, the �gure shows the four phases of landing a rotorcraft [4, 5]: tracking,

high hover, low hover and �nal descent. The tracking/homing phase is where the

UAV approaches the ship at its cruising altitude and once it is within proximity35

to the ship, the UAV reduces its altitude to the high hover to begin landing. The

high hover phase is where the UAV is at a stand-o� clear of the ship's structures

and �nal preparations are made for landing. Once cleared to land, the UAV then

descends to a low hover; when at the low hover stand-o�, the UAV can commence

the �nal landing on the deck of the ship.40

During the general UAV �ight and tracking phases, �ight control systems [6]

and navigation and control techniques [7] are well studied. However, the �nal

descent and landings �...on moving platforms is still an unsolved problem due to
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Figure 1: Recovery phases of a UAV tracking, high hover, low hover and �nal descent. The

various coordinate frames and motions are also illustrated.

the inherent di�culties of operation in this kind of scenario� [8]. The current

work focuses on methods to improve safe landings on a moving vessel at sea.45

During the landing manoeuvre, there are uncoupled and relative motions be-

tween the two independent bodies, aircraft and ship, which causes a great chal-

lenge. Best practices and safety guidelines for shipboard landing operations state

threshold ship pitch and roll limits [4, 5]. In addition to the guidelines for con-

ventional rotorcraft, a human pilot's training, experience and intuition account50

for the relative motion. Autonomous UAVs must be able to determine when to

begin, abort and adjust a landing attempt as a pilot would. Ships capable of sup-

porting rotorcraft vehicles may employ secondary hardware such as positioning

beacons, transmitters and receivers to facilitate UAVs with landing. The need to

limit the required deck hardware is desirable as it promotes cross-platform capa-55

bility, interoperability [9], between UAVs and ships without specialised hardware

or systems.

The trend to land UAVs are with the aid of vision systems[10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18] or tethered systems [8, 19, 20, 21, 22]. With respect to interop-

erability, a potential limiting factor of vision systems is that they often require60
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speci�c geometry, objects or markers on the ship [18]. Additionally, vision systems

often require a supplementary system when operating in the night, fog or other

inclement weather conditions [23]. To alleviate some of the risk during heavy

weather, tethered systems could be used. However, tethers generally require spe-

cialised ship hardware [22] and could limit interoperability.65

The current work proposes three new landing methodologies for autonomous

UAVs to land on a moving vessel without additional ship hardware, ground crew,

a tether or a vision system; thus promoting interoperability. In the current work,

all of required sensory equipment is aboard the UAV. The methods address the

�nal descent of the UAV, while other techniques [6, 7] could be used for �ight70

dynamics, tracking and homing of the UAV's mission. The new methodologies

can be used in conjunction with each other to enhance the performance and

reliability. The proposed methods are tested within simulation using a small

autonomous quadcopter UAV and, as a benchmark, compared against a basic

controller for landing. The methods are independent of the speci�c UAV and75

can be applied to various vertical landing aircrafts. The �ight controllers are

linear Proportional-Integral-Derivative controllers as they �have shown adequate

performance� [7].

The presented work provides a basis of laboratory and scale testing of the new

landing methodologies. As the current work is simulation based it is di�cult to80

emulate and provide a comparison to defacto vision systems and a comparison

could lead to misinterpretations. It has been mentioned that ship landings are

an �unsolved problem� [8] so is unwise to make �state-of-the-art� claims to other

marine landing methods for a comparison study. Therefore, to compare and

contrast the current work, a simple feedback landing system is used which other85

researchers can use as a benchmark.

In the following section a summary of past related work is presented. The

details of the new proposed landing methodologies are described in Section 3.
4
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Additionally, within Section 3 there is a small comparative discussion of their

relative performance. Section 4 presents the results of a case study performed90

in simulation and the methodologies are ranked and show an improvement when

compared to the benchmark feedback landing system. The paper concludes with

some �nal remarks and future avenues of work.

2. Background

Many researchers have examined various aspects of the ship tracking and95

landing process of UAVs. Focusing on ship tracking, Arora et al. [14] found

success by using Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) and camera based control

to track a helicopter to a ship without secondary deck mounted infrastructure;

however, the landing deck geometry and markings are known. Sanchez et al. [13]

suggest that using a downward facing camera with a state estimator could be used100

to track ship motion for autonomous landing. Oh et al. [20, 21] propose using

a tether between a helicopter and ship to assist with landing; however, unlike

the Recovery, Assist, Secure and Traverse (RAST) system [22], the tether angle

would be used to �nd the relative orientation between the helicopter and ship to

facilitate the ship deck tracking.105

Not focusing on landing speci�cally, Razmi and Afshinfar [24] developed a

neural network based control system for position and attitude tracking control of

a UAV. Focusing on the landing, Garratt and Anavatti [25] used a neural network

controller to produce heave trajectories for a UAV. Similarly, Moriarty et al. [16]

suggest using a stereo camera to track a ship's landing zone and a neural network110

to predict opportune landing windows. Hervas et al. [26] developed a landing

control algorithm for unmanned vehicles on moving platforms that controlled the

landing based solely on the relative heave motion between UAV and ship deck.

While their simulations showed the algorithm was e�ective, the algorithm did not
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discriminate between safe landing times nor provide a method for tracking the115

ship trajectory. Ngo and Sultan [27] presented a model predictive control (MPC)

design for helicopter shipboard operations in the presence of ship air wakes and

rough seas. While the MPC method proved to be feasible in simulations, the

researchers did not address the issue of the compatibility of their control method

to other helicopter-ship combinations other than that which was simulated. Xia120

et al. [28] proposed a mission planning technique that focuses on the approaching

and landing stage. In their simulation results, the UAV lands near or close to the

centre-of-gravity where the roll and pitch motions are minimal, while in practice

most landings occur at the aft of a marine vessel. Additionally, their simulations

assume that the UAV has access to the ship's motion information through a125

direct communication and measurement system, which could be a hinderance

to interoperability. Huang et al. [29] developed a �xed-time landing controller,

which was examined within simulation for a sea state 2 and 6. Their simulation

work did yield promising results; however, the work did not provide insight into

appropriate landing opportunities as for their work the ship motions reported130

primarily fell within the common safe operating limits [4, 5].

Examining ship motion, Ferrier et al. [30] used an Energy Index (EI) to predict

quiescent periods of a vessel's motion such that

EI = a1ẇ
2 + a2ẅ

2+a3j̇
2 + a4j̈

2

+ a5ṗ
2 + a6p̈

2 + a7q̇
2 + a8q̈

2,
(1)

where ai are weighted dynamic coe�cients, w is heave, j is sway, p is roll, and

q is pitch, while the dot notation indicate the �rst and second time derivatives.135

Ferrier et al. [30] state that the dynamic coe�cients are tuned based on the

�aircraft limitation scale� and ship motion parameters. Ferrier et al. [30] claim

good agreement between their predicted energy and ship motion; however, it is
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unclear to the current authors how they established their dynamic coe�cients.

Furthermore, their energy index only considers the cumulative motion of the ship140

and does not consider if the ship is within safe thresholds. Based on Ferrier et

al.'s work, a new Landing Period Indicator (LPI) is proposed in the current work

that is independent of vessel and aircraft type without a priori ship or UAV

coe�cients.

Fourie [31] used a Global Positioning System (GPS) for the autonomous land-145

ing of a remote control helicopter on a towed moving platform. Fourie's work was

part of a larger initiative to predict ship energy [32]. Fourie comments on the

need to investigate and gauge the performance of landing systems and quantify

when they should be used.

As a contribution to the �eld, the current work proposes landing method-150

ologies for an infrastructure free, non-vehicle speci�c system that facilitates the

autonomous determination of safe landing times while also compensating for the

relative motion between the UAV and ship. To implement the methods, one must

be able to measure or estimate the motions of the ship or the relative motions

that exist between the UAV and the ship.155

Forecasting ship motion accurately in situ can serve to improve daily maritime

activities such as active ship stability, cargo transfer, �re accuracy of weapon sys-

tems, and the interfacing of aerial and ocean vehicles [33]. Despite the nonlinearity

of ship motion, linear methods of forecasting, such as Auto Regressive (AR) [34]

and Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) [35], have been used to predict160

ship motion. Zhao et al. [36] investigated using a Minor Component Analysis

(MCA) prediction algorithm to predict ship motion that outperformed Neural

Networks (NN) and an Auto Regressive (AR) model. For a 5 second prediction,

the NN and AR respectively required 3.4 and 1.6 seconds of computational time

on a 1.6 GHz PC, compared to the 0.1 seconds of the MCA. The added compu-165

tational time for NN and AR raises questions of the feasibility of implementing
7
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such systems for online estimation.

Chung et al. [37] used a Kalman �lter to estimate ship motion online us-

ing estimated wave-excitation data as an input. The researchers estimated the

wave-excitation information based on measured ship motion and used the ship's170

response amplitude operators (RAOs) to extrapolate future ship motion informa-

tion. However, relying on knowledge of the ship's response function could limit

the interoperability. Zhen et al. [38] used a particle �lter theory to estimate ship

deck motion for a �xed wing UAV landing system. The presented results, indicate

that the heave estimate could have an 0.5 m error in �smooth� sea conditions, and175

up to 5 m error in �severe� conditions. For Zhen et al.'s work the errors where

suitable for their compensation of a �xed-wing UAV landing. A signal predic-

tion independent of vessel type was used for active heave compensation winches,

allowing the system to actively pay-in or reel-out line to the towed object to re-

duce transmitted motion of subsurface equipment [39]. It is hypothesized that a180

similar Signal Prediction Algorithm (SPA) [39, 40, 41] may be used on-board a

UAV to facilitate landing within speci�ed motion thresholds and improve landing

e�ciency by decreasing the number of landing attempts. The SPA system has

been shown to predicted a mean angular error of 0.29, 0.89 and 1.41 deg when

forecasting the signal 1, 3 and 10 seconds respectively [40]. Within the current185

work, it is assumed that the UAV is equipped with a LIDAR measurement system

and is able to determine the ship motion [41].

One of the proposed methodologies uses the SPA to search for periods where

the ship motion is within speci�ed safe thresholds to land. The SPA method-

ology is further expanded to use the SPA to improve landing performance by190

compensating for the relative vertical displacement between the UAV and the

ship. The developed system uses the SPA to predict future ship heave positions

and preemptively adjusts the UAV's position to a safe static hover height. The

altitude adjustment removes the need for the UAV to motion match the ship
8
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deck [42, 23, 28]. Additionally, an Active Heave Compensation (AHC) system is195

also used to plan trajectories that land the UAV with a speci�ed relative impact

velocity.

The proposed Landing Period Indicator (LPI) is an alternative novel method

which aims to improve landing performance without the use of signal prediction.

The LPI self-tunes system parameters based on the UAV's LIDAR measurements200

of the relative motion during an initialization hover period above the ship deck.

The LPI identi�es the signal energy and rate-of-change of energy of the signals

from the data collected during initialization from the motions. The LPI system

will then attempt to land the UAV when the system energy is low, suggesting

decreased relative motion.205

A proof-of-concept study is performed to evaluate the landing performance

of the SPA, LPI, or AHC for a UAV which measures the ship motion. The

study assesses the UAV's ability to land within speci�ed ±5◦ roll and ±2◦ pitch

thresholds with an impact velocity less than 1 m/s. The study also analyzes

the e�ects of combining the landing methodologies together and highlights the210

e�ectiveness of the systems.

3. Proposed Landing Methodologies

This section outlines the development and implementation of the Signal Pre-

diction Algorithm (SPA), the Landing Period Indicator (LPI) and Active Heave

Compensation (AHC) methodologies. The methods are designed in such a way215

that each method can be used individually or combined.

3.1. Signal Prediction Algorithm (SPA)

A signal prediction algorithm provides a method in which a signal or motion

data can be forecasted into the future. The signal prediction is composed of

three parts: mode detection, estimation, and prediction. To predict the motion,
9
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the periodic components, the modes, are identi�ed. These modes are found by

decomposing the measured signal s(t) into a set of N sine waves expressed as

s(t) =

N∑
i=1

Aisin (2πfit+ ϕi) + v(t), (2)

where the amplitude A, frequency f , and phase ϕ of each mode i is obtained

by taking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of past data over a speci�ed time

interval and the static signal o�set is denoted by v(t). The speci�ed observation220

window for the FFT, referred to as TFFT , and sampling frequency are chosen

such that the lowest frequency of the wave spectrum can be detected, while also

preventing aliasing.

As conditions change, the number of modes N and associated frequencies f

can change with time; therefore, to predict the periodic motion, a peak detection

algorithm is performed at every TFFT interval on the latest set of measured data.

The peak detection algorithm determines the amplitude AFFT and frequency

fFFT of each mode of the dominant peaks in the FFT spectrum. A peak in the

FFT spectrum is said to be dominate when it exceeds a peak detection sensitivity

µ which is set by the user. When a new set of modes is identi�ed, it is used to

initialize an observer model with a new set of parameters: AFFT , fFFT , ϕFFT ,

and N . From the identi�ed modes, the observer model is given as

ẋ =



A1 0 ... ... 0

0 A2
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . . AN 0

0
...

... 0 0





x1

x2

...

xN

xoff


,

s(t) =
[
C1 C2 · · · CN 1

]
x,

(3)

where xoff is the static o�set, and after each TFFT identi�cation interval, Ai is
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solved as

Ai =

 0 1

−(2πfi(t))
2 0

 . (4)

Discretizing the continuous system model in Equation 3 yields for each time

step k

xk+1 = exp(A∆T )xk , sk = Cxk, (5)

where the discrete system matrix Ψ is represented by the term exp(A∆T ).

The observer model is used to continuously estimate the mode parameters

AFFT and ϕFFT such that the latest signal measurements are used to adapt

AFFT and ϕFFT at each time step. For the prediction algorithm, a discrete

Kalman �lter is implemented to estimate the system states and has the form

x̂k+1 = Ψx̂k + L(sk − ŝk), ŝk = Cx̂k, (6)

where k is the current time step, Ψ is the discrete system matrix, x̂ is the vector of225

observed states, L is the observer gains matrix, ŝ and s are the estimated motion

and measured motion respectively, and C is the system output matrix. The

discrete system matrix, observed states and system output matrix were derived

following the work of Kuchler et al. [3] and the observer gain matrix is found by

the solution to the discrete algebraic Riccati equation.230

From each detected mode, two observer states xi,1 and xi,2 are estimated and

then rearranged to solve for the adapted observer parameters ϕobs and Aobs at

the current time tk, such that:

ϕobs,i,k = arctan(
2πfi x̂i,1
x̂i,2

) − 2πfitk (7)

Aobs,i,k =
x̂i,1

sin(2πfitk + ϕobs)
. (8)

Finally, the prediction algorithm can be used to forecast the motion sequence

over a prediction horizon TPred, i.e. at the time tk +TPred. Referring to Equation
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2, the predicted motion at tk + TPred is

sPred(tk + TPred) =
N∑
i=1

Aobs,i,ksin (2πfi(tk + TPred) + ϕobs,i,k) + v(t). (9)

In the current work, the signals of interest are the ship's roll and pitch angles

which the UAV can measure online using the ship motion detection algorithm from235

Abujoub et al. [41]. For the purposes of the current work, the SPA determines a

Go-NoGo command based on the measured roll and pitch signals and the speci�ed

Go criteria. The criteria is compared with the predicted signal over the continuous

prediction horizon TPred. Two SPAs are used in parallel to predict the ship's roll

and pitch motion. If both magnitudes of the predicted signals are less than their240

threshold values a Go signal is enabled to initiate and/or continue a landing

operation. To remove unwanted �uctuation in the Go-NoGo command signal,

McPhee and Irani [40] use an algorithm that latches to a Go or NoGo command.

3.1.1. Go-NoGo Command Latching

The Go-NoGo command latching algorithm evaluates the incoming Go-NoGo245

commands from the SPA and latches to a command over an evaluation interval.

Before re-evaluating and re-latching, a latched state will run for the selected time

period, regardless of the incoming Go-NoGo states. For the current work, an

evaluation interval of 0.25 s and latching period of 0.5 s were found to remove

chatter and false Go signals in the SPA commands. In practice, physical tests250

should be used to evaluate both intervals which may change based on the system

response times, rates-of-descent and operational modes.

3.1.2. SPA Prediction Horizon for Landing

During landing operations, the UAV transitions from its low hover state to a

landing state if the predicted roll and pitch values are less than their thresholds.255

During landing, the prediction horizon Tpred input to the SPA decreases as a
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function of the estimated remaining time to land. In the current study, the UAV

will transition time from a 5 m or 2.5 m low hover to a grounded/landed state

in 5 seconds. However, due to the heave motion of the ship, the time required to

land may be less or exceed 5 seconds. Therefore, the prediction horizon of the260

SPA is constantly adjusted based o� the estimated time to land.

Fig. 2 displays a �ow diagram of the UAV landing procedure when using the

SPA. When the UAV is above the landing zone, the SPA collects data to initialize.

Once initialized, the UAV proceeds to its low hover position. The SPA's prediction

horizon is adjusted based on the UAV's low hover position and landing velocity.265

If the roll and pitch predictions indicate it is safe to land, the SPA outputs a Go

command, and the UAV lowers its altitude while also shortening the prediction

horizon. While landing, if either the roll or pitch SPA predicts that the ship

motion will exceed the threshold values, the system outputs NoGo and the UAV

aborts the landing and returns to its low hover position. However, if the UAV is270

within 0.5 m of the deck it will land, based on the assumption that it is safer to

land than to abort while in close proximity to the ship.

As an alternative to the SPA a new Landing Period Indicator method is pro-

posed that can be used in lieu of or in addition to the SPA.

3.2. Landing Period Indicator (LPI)275

The proposed Landing Period Indicator (LPI) is a system that, during an ini-

tialization/training period, determines a series of static and dynamic parameters

which correlate the current ship motion to safe landing periods. The ability to de-

termine the system parameters in situ is a considerable strength of the proposed

method. Moreover, the ability to self-determine the system parameters regardless280

of the landing platform lends itself well to interoperability. For the LPI, the ini-

tialization period occurs at the same period in the landing operation as the SPA's

initialization and is when the system parameters are determined. The proposed
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Figure 2: UAV landing protocol using the SPA.

LPI output Υ(t) is given by,

Υ(t) = PΥ(t)
(
G1ε(t) +G2ε̄(t)

)
. (10)

where PΥ(t) is a time varying penalty function that is calculated online during285

the initialization period, G1 and G2 are static user determined weighting gains

and ε(t) and ε(t) are indicators of the total energy and time rate-of-change of the

total energy in the signals of interest.

The top two plots of Fig. 3 show the ±5◦ roll and ±2◦ pitch ship motion

thresholds from sea state 3 for a 120 second initialization period. The third plot290

of Fig. 3 shows the corresponding Go-NoGo results by using the UAV-LIDAR

based ship motion detection algorithm [41]. The third plot also highlights in red

when the Go value is sustained for 5 s or more and these Go periods are what

the LPI will try to estimate. The last three plots of Fig. 3 plot the individual

Energy Index (EI) for the signals of interest as a function of time which are used295

to determine the total energy values ε(t) and ε(t) at time t.
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The top plot of Fig. 4 plots the unpenalized LPI output, equation 10 without

PΥ(t), while the lower plot show the LPI �nal output Υ, equation 10, as a function

of time for the same time period and conditions as Fig. 3. A value less than 1

for the �nal LPI indicates that the system is communicating a Go signal. The300

following subsections present how the various terms of the LPI output (Eqn. 10)

are determined and constructed using the data of Figs. 3 and 4.

3.2.1. Energy ε:

The primary motions of interest to determine a safe landing time are the roll,

pitch and heave. The other motions, yaw, sway and surge primarily govern �ight305

stability and are used in tracking/homing methods. Hence for landing, ship roll

velocity, pitch velocity and heave velocity were examined to estimate the kinetic

energy of the system. Ideally, the kinetic energyKe of the ship would be evaluated

for each signal using Ke = 1
2mv

2
i where m is the mass/inertia of the ship, and

vi is the linear or angular velocity component of either roll, pitch or heave. In310

this work however, the mass of the ship is considered unknown but assumed to

be constant; therefore, as a metric for ship energy, the Energy Index (EI) will be

taken as the square of the velocity terms v2
i . The units for heave energy is m2/s2

while the roll and pitch units are deg2/s2 or rad2/s2. To remove the units, each

set of energy data is normalized using the average maximum value for each signal315

observed during the sustained Go periods of the initialization period. To remove

data that could be anomalous or insigni�cant, the normalization coe�cients are

only computed in the initialization from the Go period values which are within

half of a standard deviation of the cumulative average.

Denoted by ε(t), the cumulative indicated EI of the ship is represented as the

average value of the sum of the ship's normalized EIs and written as

ε(t) =
1

i

6∑
i=1

vi(t)
2

Ni
, (11)
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where i represents the 6 axes of possible motion, vi(t) is the instantaneous velocity320

with respect to the ith-axis at time t and N is the normalizing coe�cient for the

corresponding axis. A high ship energy implies high motion and is indicated when

ε(t) ≥ 1 where the ship may not be in a state at which the aircraft can safely land.

For the primary motions of interest for aircraft landing, Eq. 11 can be written

more speci�cally as325

ε(t) =
1

3

( ṗ(t)2

Np
+
q̇(t)2

Nq
+
ẇ(t)2

Nw

)
, (12)

where ṗ(t), q̇(t), and ẇ(t) are the ship's roll, pitch, and heave velocities at time

t, while the corresponding static normalizing coe�cients for roll, pitch and heave

are Np, Nq and Nw. These motions are used as they are part of the common Ship

Helicopter Operating Limits [4, 5, 43]; however if required, additional axes could

be included. Since the sea transfers energy to the ship, the rate-of-change of ε(t)330

is an important factor in the LPI as the rate-of-change can indicate whether the

system is volatile or in a lull. The normalized rate-of-change of the energy index

ε̄(t) is taken as the absolute value of the derivative of the calculated EI

ε̄(t) = Nε

∣∣∣∣∂ε(t)∂t

∣∣∣∣ , (13)

where Nε is the unitless coe�cient for ε(t), and is found using the same method

used to calculate Np, Nq, and Nw. The coe�cient Nε is used so that the order335

of magnitude of ε(t) and ε(t) are comparable and their relative contributions to

the LPI can be more easily adjusted by the user through weighting gains. The

calculated energy index ε(t) and its rate-of-change ε(t) are weighted and combined

to form the basis of the landing period indicator ΥB(t), such that

ΥB(t) = G1ε(t) +G2ε̄(t), (14)
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where G1 and G2 are weighting static gains that alter the in�uence of the two340

energy parameters.

3.2.2. Weighting Gains G1 and G2

By weighting G2 heavier than G1, the LPI output value Υ(t) would be more

sensitive to the rate-of-change of energy rather than the current energy. The

weighting static gains may be adjusted to the desired performance, noting that345

they must always sum to 1. It was found that equal weighting had satisfactory

results from the cases studied within the current work and future work could look

at optimal determination of G1 and G2. The �nal term in the LPI, Eqn. 10, is

the penalty function.

3.2.3. Penalty function PΥ350

Over the same 120 s period as Fig 3, the top plot of Fig. 4 displays the unpe-

nalized LPI, Eqn. 14, where values under 1 are considered suitable for landing.

The outlined area between 30 to 55 seconds of Fig. 4 suggests that there is an

opportune landing period. However, referring to the third plot Fig. 3 one will no-

tice that the same time period does not have a sustained Go period greater than355

5 seconds as the pitch values are above and below the threshold values during the

30�55 s time period. A scenario that leads to the possible false LPI outputs is low

frequency ship motion where the ship motion exceeds the threshold limits, such

that Eqn. 12 and 13 output a low energy state. To combat these false positives

during realtime execution, the LPI output Υ(t) will be constrained to only output360

a value less than 1, safe to land, if the current ship motion is within the threshold

limits.

Furthermore, an initial ship motion penalty function P ′Υ(t) is introduced to the

system to improve the LPI performance such that one can write an intermediate
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output Υ′(t) in the form,365

Υ′(t) = P ′Υ(t)ΥB(t)

= P ′Υ(t)
(
G1ε(t) +G2ε̄(t)

)
.

(15)

The penalty function ampli�es the value of the LPI output when ship motion

values are high. The penalty function takes the instantaneous measured roll and

pitch values, q(t) and p(t), and scales them relative to their respective static

thresholds: qmax and pmax. The average of the product from the pitch and roll

RMS found during the initialization period is used as a constant gain for the370

penalty function. Thus, the initial penalty function P ′Υ(t) takes the general form

P ′Υ(t) =
pRMSqRMS

2

( ∣∣∣∣ q(t)qmax

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣ p(t)pmax

∣∣∣∣ ). (16)

If the roll and pitch RMS values, p′RMS and q′RMS , from the initialization

are found to be less than 1, they are set as 1 such that the value of the penalty

function is not lowered. Thus, pRMS and qRMS are expressed as,

pRMS =

 1 p′RMS ≤ 1

p′RMS p′RMS > 1
, (17)

qRMS =

 1 q′RMS ≤ 1

q′RMS q′RMS > 1
. (18)

Finally the penalty function PΥ(t) is also restricted to be greater or equal to 1375

such that

PΥ(t) =

 1 P ′Υ(t) ≤ 1

P ′Υ(t) P ′Υ(t) > 1
. (19)

PΥ(t) is intended to never decrease the LPI value such that false Go signals are

not introduced. Additionally, a delay function was implemented to prohibit the
18
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system from indicating that it is safe to land immediately after a high LPI value is

observed. The delay decreases the likelihood of a false LPI signal from occurring380

which may occur during ship velocity direction reversal, and was set to 1 s in the

current work. For landing, the UAV compares the LPI output to the current ship

motion and if both indicate that it is safe to land, the UAV proceeds to land and

will only output NoGo if the LPI reading indicates NoGo and the current ship

motion is outside the threshold limits.385

The lower plot of Fig. 4 displays the �nal value of the LPI, Υ(t), with the

penalty function where values of the LPI are the blue solid lines, and the oppor-

tune landing times are the red boxes. The LPI system outputs a Go signal if the

LPI value is less than 1. The erroneous Go state previously identi�ed between

30�55 s was removed in the �nal output of the LPI, lower plot. The �nal LPI390

outputs a value less than 1 for three of the �ve Go periods of the 120 s example

data. Due to the penalty function, the LPI will output a conservative NoGo state

in ship motion cases that are close to the threshold, such as those near found in

the �rst 20 s of the example.

It is concluded that the LPI can reasonably estimate potential safe landing395

opportunities. With the LPI system developed, its e�ectiveness in determining

Go states may be examined.

3.2.4. Comparison of LPI and SPA

To compare how well the LPI and the SPA can identify Go periods, the

methods examined 15 test cases of simulated ship motion data. Ship motion sets400

were generated in ShipMo3D [44] and the sea states ranged from 2�6 while the

heading of the 30 m ship heading was set to 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦. Each test case

was 600 s in length, with the initial 120 s used to initialize the system while the

remaining 440 s were used to compare the system's ability to correctly identify

Go periods of 5 s and 3 s. The number of state changes between a Go and NoGo405
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Figure 3: Data used during the initialization of the proposed LPI and development discussion

of the LPI Plot 1) Roll vs Time with the 5◦ threshold; 2) Pitch vs Time with 2◦ threshold; 3)

Calculated Go-NoGo based on plots 1 and 2, highlighted section indicate regions of Go periods

greater than 5 s; 4) Roll Energy Index vs Time, with corresponding Go periods indicated from

plot 3; 5) Pitch Energy Index vs Time, with corresponding Go periods indicated from plot 3;

6) Heave Energy Index vs Time, with corresponding Go periods indicated from plot 3
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Figure 4: Top) The output of the unpenalized LPI system, Go periods are highlighted and

correspond to the periods from Fig. 3. Dotted region indicates a potential erroneous Go period;

Bottom) The output of the �nal LPI system where the system is able to successfully solve for

three of the �ve Go periods.
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command was also reported in order to investigate the e�ect of chatter between

states. Table 1 outlines the e�ciencies of the LPI and SPA, where e�ciency is the

percentage of time the systems correctly identi�ed the sustained Go for 5 s and

3 s of sustained Go periods. The overall performance of each system is similar

for 5 s, where the LPI and SPA had e�ciencies of 56% and 59% respectively,410

while at 3 s the LPI and SPA had respective e�ciencies of 70% and 72%. The

average number of state changes from Go to NoGo was also similar, 25 to 21 for

the LPI to the SPA respectively. It should be pointed out that for trial 13, the

ship motion did not sustain a Go condition for longer than 5 s and neither system

identi�ed a Go period. From the comparison study it is expected that the results415

of using the LPI on the UAV will be similar to using the SPA. However, the LPI

is considered to be less computationally expensive as there is no FFT nor large

matrices to manipulate.

The LPI and the SPA system produce Go-NoGo commands but do not plan

the trajectory of the UAV's autonomous descent. To accomplish the descent,420

an Active Heave Compensation (AHC) system is proposed which can be used in

combination with the SPA and the LPI systems.

3.3. Active Heave Compensation (AHC)

There are two aspects of the proposed Active Heave Compensation (AHC)

methodology for the UAV landing. First, while the UAV is station keeping at the425

low hover position, the risk of ship-UAV collision increases. Thus, a method to

keep the UAV at a safe height, or to actively follow the ship's deck at a low hover,

is required. Second, an AHC system can be used to project the landing trajectory

of the dynamic ship motion and the anticipated landing time for the UAV.

3.3.1. AHC � Low Hover430

Within the current study two low hover heights were examined: 2.5 m and

5 m. When the UAV was at the 5 m height, the risk of ship-UAV collision was
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Table 1: E�ciencies and state changes for LPI system and SPA

Trial
Sea

State

Heading

[Deg]

LPI e�

5 s

SPA e�

5s

LPI e�

3 s

SPA e�

3 s

Go State

Change

LPI

Go State

Change

SPA

1 2 30 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 1

2 60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 1

3 90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2 1

4 3 30 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.92 10 20

5 60 0.71 0.90 0.73 0.91 24 31

6 90 0.63 0.75 0.68 0.81 44 32

7 4 30 0.47 0.63 0.66 0.77 53 40

8 60 0.39 0.61 0.51 0.75 46 38

9 90 0.62 0.51 0.84 0.67 28 37

10 5 30 0.14 0.17 0.24 0.32 44 11

11 60 0.18 0.24 0.53 0.62 28 12

12 90 0.26 0.14 0.63 0.47 16 22

13 6 30 � � 0.38 0.27 33 19

14 60 0.54 0.58 0.69 0.68 20 19

14 90 0.48 0.41 0.73 0.61 23 29

Average 0.56 0.59 0.70 0.72 25 21

never observed within the simulations; however, at the 2.5 m height, several ship-

UAV collisions occurred during the initial testing. To combat these collisions, an

AHC algorithm is proposed and utilizes an SPA similar to that used for roll and435

pitch predictions. However, instead of the SPA providing a Go-NoGo signal, the

SPA returns an array of the predicted vertical distances between the ship and the

UAV for the next 5 s with the computation of Eq. 9 at 100 Hz. To increase the

precision of the prediction, a piece-wise spline is �t to the data at 1000 Hz. The

up-sampling was necessary to provide a smooth trajectory for the landing while440

keeping the computation of the SPA low. Within the simulations, having the

SPA algorithm output a more precise prediction of a smaller time step caused a
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signi�cant increase in the runtime. Additionally, it is noted that other smoothing

and �ltering techniques could be utilized to determine the trajectory; however,

determining the optimal method of the landing trajectory is outside the scope of445

the current study but could be a worthwhile endeavour.

To reduce the risk of ship-UAV collision, the AHC system evaluates the pre-

dicted spline data for incoming high heave motion, where if a collision is antici-

pated, the AHC system will command the UAV to preemptively raise its altitude

to avoid a collision. The system is not motion matching the ship which others450

have implemented [42, 28] but rather, the system is working to maintain a safe

stando� distance while reducing the altitude variations of the UAV.

The prediction horizon tAHC , over which the AHC system will search for

incoming heave motion and compensate the UAV's position, should be tuned

according with the aircraft's dynamic and �ight characteristics. In the current455

work, the UAV had a maximum ascent rate of 0.5 m/s and descent -2.0 m/s, and

using tAHC = 0.5 s was e�ective in reducing UAV-ship collisions while at a 2.5

m low hover. Aside from actively searching for the future elevation of the ship

deck and adjusting the UAV's low hover position, the AHC algorithm continually

updates landing trajectories.460

3.3.2. AHC � Landing Trajectories

The goal of trajectory planning is to search for a path which will result in

a desired impact velocity between the UAV and ship. The trajectory planner

operates as follows:

1. The AHC searches for UAV landing trajectories by taking the di�erence465

between the UAV's current position and the position of the ship deck for

the next 5 s. As an example, Fig. 5 shows landing trajectories found

by the AHC by showing the UAV's current position as a red dot and �ve

example landing paths, the dotted magenta lines, that the UAV could travel
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to the predicted position of the deck. The predicted heave motion is the red470

dotted-dashed line extending from the past heave motion, solid blue line.

The black crosses at the end of the landing trajectories are the estimated

points of touch down for the UAV. Each landing path requires a unique

landing velocity to reach the ship deck at the speci�ed time. In Fig. 5

only 5 landing trajectories are displayed, however, a landing trajectory is475

planned to reach every point in the predicted heave position array.

2. The predicted impact velocity between the UAV and the ship is found for

each of the landing velocities by taking the di�erence between the landing

velocities and the derivative of the ship's position at that moment in time.

For the current study, the target impact velocity is 0.5 m/s and the greatest480

allowable impact velocity is 1 m/s; however, these target values can be user

adjusted.

3. A gradient search is performed on the predicted impact velocities to search

for a landing velocity which most closely meets the goal of 0.5 m/s. If the

impact velocity is unobtainable, a search is performed for a impact velocity485

of 0.5 ± 0.1 m/s until a match is found. If multiple landing trajectories

meet the goal value, the trajectory which occurs the soonest is selected.

4. If a Go command is received for landing, the UAV will follow the planned

landing trajectory. During descent the UAV continues to search for landing

trajectories that are closest to the impact velocity goal, and if one is found490

the UAV will alter its descent.

5. At anytime during landing, if a NoGo signal is received the UAV will return

to its low hover position unless the relative distance between the vessel and

the craft is less than 0.5 m.
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Figure 5: Schematic of possible landing trajectories for the UAV.

3.3.3. Landing Trajectories and Prediction Horizon495

In the current work there are three landing descent modes. These modes are

used to re�ect a pilot's discretion of the rate of descend [5] for various conditions.

The landing mode attempts to land the UAV within 5 s. Additionally, the landing

mode a�ects how the prediction horizon is calculated when the AHC is used with

an SPA to forecast Go-NoGo states.500

Landing Mode 1 (M1) corresponds to a low hover position of 2.5 m above the

ship deck and a landing velocity in m/s of,

VL;M1 = −0.5, (20)

giving the prediction horizon,

TPred;M1(t) =
Ld(t)

VL;M1
, (21)

where Ld(t) is the instantaneous distance to the ship deck measured by the UAV's

systems. The dynamic prediction horizon TPred(M1)(t) is used when the UAV is505

using the SPA for Go-NoGo states but without AHC.

Landing Mode 2 (M2) has a low hover of 5 m and follows a piece-wise function
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to determine its linear-ramp landing velocity,

VL;M2(t) =


−2 m

s Ld(t) > 3 m

−1 m
s 3 m ≤ Ld(t) > 1 m

−0.5 m
s 1 m ≤ Ld(t)

. (22)

The landing velocities from Eq. 22 are used to calculate prediction horizon of an

SPA for Go-NoGo states such that,510

TPred;M2(t) =



Ld(t)−3
|VL;M2| + 4 Ld(t) > 3 m

Ld(t)−1
|VL;M2| + 2 3 m ≤ Ld(t) > 1 m

Ld(t)
|VL;M2| 1 m ≤ Ld(t)

, (23)

where the constants 4 and 2 are the remaining time it will take the UAV to cycle

through the next piece-wise function(s) until the UAV has landed without the use

of AHC.

Using AHC, Landing Mode 3 (M3) is applied to both 2.5 or 5 m low hover

positions. Mode 3 has a dynamic landing velocity that is a function of the distance515

from the ship deck and the remaining time to landing. The dynamic landing

velocity is calculated as

VL;M3(t) =
zship(t) − Ld(t)

Tland(t)
, (24)

where Ld(t) is the UAV's instantaneous measurement of the UAV's height above

the ship deck, zship(t) is the estimated ship deck height at landing which is found

through the AHC landing algorithm (section 3.3.1) and Tland(t) is the remaining520

time to the estimated landing, also found via the AHC algorithm. To prevent

excessive downward velocity the UAV is limited to −2 m/s. Once initiated, the

system attempts to land the UAV in T seconds or less regardless of the relative
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positions; thus, in Mode 3, during landing the SPA prediction horizon is

TPred;M3(t) =


T − ∆tland T > ∆tland

0 T ≤ ∆tland

. (25)

where ∆ tland is the elapsed time since the Go signal was received and T is taken525

as 5 s in the current work.

3.3.4. Performance of AHC for landing

To evaluate the performance of the AHC without the addition of the SPA

estimating the safe opportunities to land, four test cases were examined:

Case 1: Low hover 2.5 m without AHC (Mode 1)530

Case 2: Low hover 2.5 m with AHC (Mode 3)

Case 3: Low hover 5.0 m without AHC (Mode 2)

Case 4: Low hover 5.0 m with AHC (Mode 3)

Each of the cases were tested under a variety of sea conditions and neither an

SPA nor an LPI were used to estimate opportune safe landing times. Landing was535

initiated 200 s into the simulation. The various tests comprised of ship motion in

sea states 4, 5 and 6 with ship headings of 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. To ensure a controlled

testing environment, atmospheric turbulence and wind gusts were disabled in the

model. For the descent velocity, case 1 and 3 used Eq. 20 and 22 respectively,

while case 2 and 4 both used Eq. 25 and 24.540

Table 2 summarizes the landing velocity results obtained from the tests. The

AHC 2.5 m and 5 m low hover cases both had 3 tests land with an impact velocity

greater than 1 m/s. In contrast, the cases without the AHC had 6 and 7 tests

with an impact velocity greater than 1 m/s. Using the AHC, the average landing

velocities for both low hover cases were below 1 m/s, however, the average did not545
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Table 2: Impact velocity comparison between using the standard landing methods and using

the active heave compensation algorithm for headings of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ in sea states 4,

5, and 6

Landing

Mode

Low Hover

Position

[m]

# of Trials with

Landing Velocity

>1 m/s (out of 9)

Avg. Landing

Velocity [m/s]

Std. Landing

Velocity [m/s]

No AHC 2.5 6 0.94 0.51

AHC 2.5 3 0.68 0.38

No AHC 5 7 1.16 0.52

AHC 5 3 0.80 0.41

meet the goal impact velocity of 0.5 m/s. Furthermore, the standard deviation

values of the landing velocity are lower with the AHC system indicating that the

system is more consistent. The results indicate that using signal prediction for

determining landing trajectories can improve landing performance. Now that the

proposed methodologies are fully de�ned the next section examines a series of550

comparative case studies.

4. Case Studies

A simulation was constructed within Matlab and Simulink which uses ship

motion data from ShipMo3D [44]. The UAV model incorporates validated, motor

dynamics [45], propeller theory [46], ground e�ects [47], aerodynamic e�ects [48],555

steady wind and gusts [49, 50], and atmospheric turbulence [50]. Traditional

proportional-integral-derivative based control methodologies were used for the

altitude, yaw, roll, pitch and tracking. The methodology for determining the

relative motion of the UAV and the ship using a simulated LIDAR can be found

in the work of Abujoub et al. [41]. For the ship motion, ShipMo3D was used to560

simulate a 30 m vessel travelling at speeds of 6, 8 and 10 kn, through sea states
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2 to 6 and with headings from 0◦ to 180◦ in increments of 30◦. The landing zone

is 11 m behind and 1.5 m above the ship's centre-of-gravity.

There is a strong correlation between the sea state and the wind [51]; thus,

the wind velocities were 3.75, 6.4, 9.4 m/s for sea states 2, 3 and 4. Sea-state 5565

and 6, however, used a saturated wind velocity of 10 m/s as the modelled UAV

could not maintain controlled �ight in sustained winds above 10 m/s. The critical

aspect of the presented work focuses on the landing methodologies and not the

UAV's ability to reject wind disturbances. The primary input into the landing

methodologies is the ship motion while the wind is a disturbance to the system.570

Future users should con�rm their performance characteristics of the vehicles prior

to deployment.

As a benchmark, an �unregulated� system was used to compare the SPA, LPI

and AHC landing methodologies with each possible permutation examined:

Method 1: Unregulated (Benchmark)575

Method 2: SPA

Method 3: LPI

Method 4: AHC

Method 5: SPA + LPI

Method 6: SPA + AHC580

Method 7: LPI + AHC

Method 8: SPA + LPI + AHC

With the benchmark system, Method 1, the UAV will descend if the current

ship's instantaneous motion is within the motion limits or ascend to the low

hover if the motion is outside the limits. Method 2 uses the SPA to predict when585
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the roll and pitch values will be below their respective thresholds for at least 5

seconds and attempt to land the UAV when it predicts a safe moment. Method

3 utilises the LPI, Eq. 15, to determine the Go and NoGo landing commands.

In Method 4 the AHC system assists the UAV to maintain a minimum low hover

position above the ship and plans the landing trajectories. Method 5 combines590

the LPI and SPA, where the UAV will land if a Go state is found by both the

SPA and the LPI. In Method 6 the SPA determines the Go states and the AHC

assists the UAV to maintain the low hover position while also planning the landing

trajectories. Method 7 combines LPI to determine Go states and the AHC for

landing trajectories. Finally, Method 8 uses the SPA and LPI, where both systems595

need to latch on a Go state before the UAV will use the AHC landing trajectories.

A landing is deemed successful if the UAV contacted the ship when the ship's

pitch was less than ±2◦, roll less than ±5◦ and with a relative impact velocity

less than or equal to 1 m/s. Additionally, each method was performed with two

di�erent low hover altitudes: 2.5 m and 5 m. When landing from 2.5 m, the UAV600

used a 0.5 m/s descent velocity (Mode 1) and when landing from 5 m, the UAV

followed a piece-wise landing velocity (Mode 2). However, if using the AHC (Mode

3), the system will determine the landing trajectory for the UAV as outlined in

Section 3.3. The top plot of Fig. 6 provides a summary of the results for the

8 methods in the 2.5 metre low hover stand-o� while the bottom half of Fig. 6605

details the 5 metre low hover stand-o�. Of the 105 cases per method, the �gure

provides the number of times when the UAV successful landed, landed outside

the roll ±5◦ and pitch ±2◦ limits, landed when the impact velocity exceeded the

1 m/s, failed to land within 10 min, landed in a NoGo state, and the average

number of state changes for each method. Table 3 provides the same data for610

the various methods but as a function of the sea state while Table 4 provides a

tabulated summary of the results for each methodology.

For each sea state examined, the ship's velocity was varied between 6, 8 and
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10 kt and the heading was varied from 0◦ to 180◦ in increments of 30◦, which

results in 105 test per landing methodology, or 21 test per row of Table 3. The615

following two sections discuss the �ndings from Fig. 6 and Tables 3 and 4 from

the two di�erent low over heights.

4.1. Results � Low Hover, 2.5 m

Examining the top half of Fig 6, it is observed that the individual SPA, LPI

and AHC all improve the landing performance over the benchmark unregulated620

system. However, limitations are observed for each methodology; compared to

the benchmark, the SPA had the greatest increase in the number of successful

landings but also had the highest number of landings in a NoGo. Comparing the

LPI to the benchmark, there is an increase in the number of successful landings

by 13% but the LPI has a signi�cant number of landings which exceeded the625

velocity limits. The AHC system was only able to land 2 additional times when

compared to the unregulated system, but there was an increase in the number

of times that a landing occurred when the system was not within the pitch and

roll limits. The results suggest that the sole implementation of the SPA, LPI or

AHC could improve the number of landings but one risks landing in unfavorable630

scenarios that could possibly damage the ship or aircraft.

The combination systems, SPA+LPI, SPA+AHC and LPI+AHC improved

landing over the individual methodologies and the benchmark. All of the com-

bined methods successfully landed 87 times, an increase of 24% over the bench-

mark. Examining the SPA+AHC, there are an additional 9 landings when the635

system touched down in a NoGo, compared to the 4 occurrences of unregu-

lated benchmark method. However, when comparing the SPA+AHC to the SPA

method, there is a decrease from 11 to 9 times when the system landed in a

NoGo. The same trend is also shared by the SPA+LPI system when compared

to SPA method. When one compares the LPI and SPA+LPI method there is an640
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increase from 4 to 9, in the number of times when the system landed in a NoGo.

However, for the SPA+LPI and LPI method comparison, the other metrics have

all improved when the LPI is combined with the SPA. In general, using the com-

bined SPA or LPI with the AHC to help plan the trajectories improved all of the

metrics, with the exception of the unit increase for the average number of state645

changes for the SPA+AHC method. Since the SPA+AHC had the least number

of landings outside of the roll and pitch limits, it could be considered superior the

SPA+LPI, followed by the SPA+LPI and then the LPI+AHC method.

The combined LPI+SPA+AHCmethod, resulted in the highest number of suc-

cessful landings, 93 of a possible 105, a 33% increase and the greatest improvement650

in all of the metrics. The combined LPI+SPA+AHC system is favoured and sug-

gested for advancement over all other methodologies. Table 4 indicates the mech-

anisms of the 12 failed landings of the LPI+SPA+AHC. Of the failed landings, 8

were due to the UAV landing in periods of high ship motion and 6 were from high

impact velocities, meaning that there was an overlap of 2 trials which failed to655

land within the motion thresholds and velocity limit. For the LPI+SPA+AHC, 7

of the failed landings occurred during a NoGo condition indicating that the UAV

was intercepted by the ship.

Examining Table 3 and 4, the 2.5 m trials all had a 100% successes rate for

landing in sea states 2 and 3, except when using the LPI, which had a case where660

the ship motion threshold and impact velocity limit were exceeded. Using the

LPI+SPA method was the only landing system with a 100 % success rate in sea-

state 4, followed by the LPI and LPI+SPA+AHC systems, which each had 19 out

of 21 successful landings. There was a sharp decline in landing performance for

all test cases in sea state 5, with the landing with LPI+SPA and LPI+SPA+AHC665

methods having the best performances, 14 successful landings each. The other

regulated systems were up to 2 successful landings behind, where as the unregu-

lated benchmark system only had 8 successful landings in sea state 5.
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Based o� the results in Fig. 6 and Tables 3 and 4 the ranking from best

performing to worst performing landing methodologies from a 2.5 m low hover670

are:

1. LPI+SPA+AHC

2. SPA+AHC

3. LPI+SPA

4. LPI+AHC675

5. SPA

6. LPI

7. AHC

8. Unregulated (Benchmark)

4.2. Results � Low Hover, 5 m680

The lower half of Fig. 6 highlights the results for the 5 m landing tests. Similar

to the 2.5 m results, using LPI+SPA+AHC outperformed all other landing meth-

ods. The LPI+SPA+AHC successfully landed 94 out of the 105 trials with 1 failed

landing due to ship motion and 1 due to impact velocity. The LPI+SPA+AHC

has 9 cases where the UAV did not land within the 600 s simulation � 7 in sea685

state 5 and 2 in sea state 6. The LPI+AHC method also had 94 successful sim-

ulations; however, the method results in an increased number of landings outside

the safe roll and pitch limits � 11 in total.

Overall, every method outperformed the unregulated benchmark method. It

is observed that the methods utilizing the SPA have a signi�cant increase in the690

number of landings within the ship motion thresholds. The addition of the AHC

improved the landing success while reducing the impact velocities. The LPI was
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found to improve the landing performance compared to the unregulated system,

however, when not combined with either the SPA or AHC system, the results

were poor in comparison to the other systems using SPA and AHC. Similar to695

the 2.5 m cases, the state changes from Go to NoGo are all comparable, with the

LPI having the least number of state changes. For the 5 m cases, the unregulated

system had the fewest successful landings, but also had a high number of landings

during NoGo conditions and high impact velocities. The UAV using the SPA had

2 cases during sea state 6 where the UAV crashed due to rapid landing state700

changes combined with the ship movement and environmental disturbances that

overwhelmed the UAV's control e�orts.

For the 5 m low hover test, Tables 3 and 4 show all landing methods had a

100% success rate for landing in sea state 2, and methods in combination with

AHC had 100% success in sea state 3. In sea state 3 and above, the unregulated705

method decreased in landing performance, where as the other systems had a

more gradual decrease. The LPI+AHC and LPI+AHC+SPA methods had a

100% landing success rate in sea state 4. The highest performing system in sea

state 5 was LPI+AHC, which had 15 successful landings. The 5 m results in

Table 3 indicate that using the SPA leads to safer UAV operation, however, the710

potential inability to land in higher sea states is an avenue for future work. The

LPI+AHC was found to be the most successful landing system in sea state 5,

having safely landed 15 of 21 cases. The top performing method in sea state 6

is the LPI+AHC+SPA, where 18 of 21 cases landed successfully. Overall, the

LPI+AHC+SPA system showed an improvement of 34% when compared to the715

benchmark. Similar to the 2.5 m LH cases, there was a correlation between an

increase in the number of state changes and failed landings to the increase in sea

state.

The overall ranking from best performing to worst performing landing systems

for the 5 m test cases are:720
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1. LPI+SPA+AHC

2. LPI+AHC

3. SPA+AHC

4. LPI+SPA

5. SPA725

6. LPI

7. AHC

8. Unregulated (Benchmark)

4.3. Discussion

From the case study results, using any of the landing methods proposed in730

this work improves UAV landing performance when compared to the benchmark

unregulated system. Both the LPI and SPA are e�ective in determining Go states,

however, the e�ectiveness is increased when paired with each other. The AHC

reduces the impact velocity between the UAV and ship and as a single system

it had the least number of landings which exceeded the impact velocity. When735

added to LPI and SPA, the AHC system further reduced the number of landings

that exceeded the impact velocity.

The overall best landing performance for both low hover cases was LPI +

SPA + AHC method. The combined method had an increase of over 32% in

successful landings when compared to the benchmark. However, each method has740

its strengths and weaknesses. For instance, the unregulated system is best suited

for landing during sea states 3 and below. At these low sea states the unregulated

landing success rate is the same as the regulated systems, but on average the

UAV was able to land within the �rst 66 s of the simulation whereas the other
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Table 3: Expanded results of 2.5 and 5 m low hover simulations

Method Sea State

Successful

Landing

of 21 Trials

Failed to Land

within Roll

or Pitch Limit

Exceeded

Impact Velocity

Limit

UAV

did not

Land

Landed

in NoGo

State

Avg. Landing

State Change

(NoGo-Go)

2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m

Unregulated

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 21 19 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 1

4 11 15 4 4 6 5 0 0 0 3 4 3

5 8 7 6 9 10 12 0 0 1 6 4 9

6 9 8 6 7 12 12 0 0 3 3 4 6

SPA

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

4 18 17 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 4 3

5 13 12 4 2 6 4 0 3 4 0 4 5

6 9 14 7 2 9 5 0 2* 7 0 2 6

LPI

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 20 18 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

4 19 14 1 5 2 7 0 0 0 0 2 2

5 11 14 8 6 9 7 0 0 1 0 2 3

6 8 11 9 5 12 10 0 0 3 0 2 3

AHC

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 17 18 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 2 2

4 12 10 7 7 2 5 0 0 0 2 5 5

5 11 16 8 3 7 2 0 0 1 0 12 16

6 11 11 6 6 4 3 0 0 1 0 10 14

SPA+LPI

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 21 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

4 21 20 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3

5 14 13 5 1 5 2 0 5 5 0 3 4

6 10 11 7 3 10 8 0 0 7 1 2 4

SPA+AHC

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

4 17 16 1 3 3 2 0 0 1 0 3 3

5 13 14 4 0 4 1 0 6 5 0 4 7

6 15 15 3 0 5 4 0 2 3 0 3 8

LPI+AHC

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

4 18 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3

5 12 15 8 6 3 4 0 0 1 1 2 5

6 15 16 5 5 3 2 0 0 3 0 3 4

LPI+SPA+AHC

2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

3 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

4 19 21 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3

5 14 13 4 1 3 0 0 7 4 0 2 5

6 18 18 2 0 3 1 0 2 3 0 2 5
∗ 2 out of the 5 UAVs crashed
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Figure 6: Summary Results of Landing Methodologies for the 2.5 and 5 metre hover simulation.

Sea states range from 2�6; A total of 105 trials were performed for each system
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Table 4: Summary results of 2.5 and 5 m low hover simulations

Method

Successful

Landing

of 105 Trials

Failed to Land

within Roll

or Pitch Limit

Exceeded

Impact Velocity

Limit

UAV

did not

Land

Landed

in NoGo

State

Avg. Landing

State Change

(NoGo-Go)

2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m 2.5m 5m

Unregulated 70 70 16 20 28 31 0 0 4 12 3 4

SPA 82 85 11 4 18 13 0 5* 11 0 2 3

LPI 79 78 19 19 24 27 0 0 4 1 2 2

AHC 72 76 23 18 15 12 0 0 3 3 6 7

SPA+AHC 87 87 8 3 12 7 0 8 9 0 3 4

SPA+LPI 87 85 12 5 15 10 0 5 9 1 2 4

LPI+AHC 87 94 16 11 6 6 0 0 4 1 2 3

LPI+SPA+AHC 93 94 8 1 6 1 0 9 7 0 2 3
∗ 2 out of the 5 UAVs crashed

methods had a cumulative average of 215 s. In higher sea states, using the LPI745

or the SPA could be advantageous. The SPA showed overall better performance

than the LPI, however, there were cases for the 5 m low hover where, when using

the SPA, the UAV was unable to land. The UAV being unable to land may be

viewed as positive or negative. Depending on the scenario, it could be argued

that not landing at all is better than landing unsafely. Nevertheless, there may750

be times when it might be more dangerous to loiter above the ship deck in adverse

conditions than it would be to attempt a landing. An advantage of the LPI is its

simple implementation and computational e�ciency and e�ectiveness for a non-

predictive system. The LPI would be suitable as a stand alone landing system

up to sea state 4, where after the decreased forecast performance may endanger755

the UAV or deck crew. From the results, it is not recommended to use the SPA

as a stand-alone system above sea states 4, however, if forced to land during

higher sea states, using the SPA will increase the potential of a safe landing. The

addition of AHC can be used in any sea state, however, it is most recommended

to be used in any sea state greater than 3. As stated, combining the LPI, SPA,760

and AHC signi�cantly increases the likelihood of a successful landing, and it is
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recommended to be used in any sea state greater than 3.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented the construction of a signal prediction algorithm along

with the development of a new landing period indicator and active heave com-765

pensation system for UAVs attempting to land on moving maritime vessels. The

signal prediction algorithm is able to make short-term forecasts of periodic motion

to estimate and predict the ship motion so that a UAV could make autonomous

landings. Additionally, the signal prediction algorithm was used to construct

an active heave compensation system for the UAV which was used to determine770

landing trajectories of the UAV. The landing period indicator uses an estimate

of the ship's energy to determine if there is a quiescent period of ship motion.

The gains and parameters of the SPA system must be tuned a priori which is

a limitation of the system; however, all tuning parameters were held constant in

the 105 test cases which spanned from sea state 2�6, headings from 0◦ to 180◦775

and ship velocities of 6, 8 and 10 knots. The new landing period estimator tunes

itself in situ during an initialization period while in the hover state just prior

to the �nal descent. These systems can be used individually or in combination

with one another. Overall, the system which performed the best used all three

of methods and the UAV was able to successfully land within the de�ned oper-780

ating conditions in over 88% of the test cases. It was found that the low hover

height did in�uence the mode at which each system failed. Thus, further work

and risk assessment is suggested to determine the optimal low hover height for

small UAVs. Future work will involve laboratory testing of these methodologies

along with optimization studies of parameters within individual methods. A key785

feature of the proposed methodologies is that they promote interoperability as

there is no specialized ship equipment that is required to facilitate the landing or
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�nal descent.
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